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Abstract 

Algorithm and implementation of a secure username and pass word encryption and file encryption technique is 
described. 
Keywords: secure username; and pass word encryption. 

1. Introduction 

Data security, protection of username and password is required not only by Governmental agencies, private 
companies but private individuals as well. Cyber hackers can not only steal usernames/passwords via exploits 
[16] but also break through firewalls and steal important files. Since one cannot stop these thefts, one can at 
least encrypt the data in such a way that it is almost impossible to decrypt rendering it useless for the hackers. 
Data Security via steganography has been suggested by a number of authors [1-15]. With this idea in mind we 
describe an encryption technique for both user names/passwords and files. The method can be extended to 
encrypted voice transmissions. Further as the security of cloud based systems is in doubt, files encrypted as 
outlined here, can be stored in the clouds. The main procedure is outlined in Fig. 1. The implementation of  this 
procedure in matlab for encryption of usernames and passwords  and decryption is described in Fig. 1 and  Fig. 
2. File encryption and decryption programs are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

2. Data Encryption 

The main reason passwords are hacked is that both user names and passwords are too short (about 8-10) 
characters in length. What if the user name password fields are mega bytes in size ? Password hacking via the 
programs being currently used will become impossible. By placing randomly the username and password 
characters in a 2D image matrix (of megabyte size) and encrypting the location matrix we do just that. The 
hacker is faced with the problem of hacking a megabyte size matrix which is a mammoth problem. 

3. Secure File Encryption 

The steps involved in File encryption are outlined below: 
1) First read the target image into a 2D matrix. (The image may be inany format. This is most easily 
done in MATLAB.  
2) The user name and password need not be placed contiguously. Invoke the random number and 
generate the coordinates where the user name and password need to be placed. Replace the pixels at 
these coordinates by the username and password letters (or numbers). Also store these coordinates in a 
file (say the location file) 
3) After embedding the user name and password encrypt the image file m times (where m is a random 
number) using RSA 
4) Encrypt also the location file n times. Convert n into hexadecimal and send this to the user. This is 
his key. 
To De-crypt: 
1) Get the hexadecimal key from user. Convert the hexadecimal to decimal (n). Decrypt the location 
file n times 
2) Read the location file and note the value of m (the number of encryptions). Decrypt the image file m 
times. Now the image file can be read. 
Read the coordinates of the user name and password and retrieve the entire user name and password. 
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function piccrypt 
%load picture 
A = imread('E:\joy\img1.jpg'); 
prompt = 'Enter user name'; 
p = input(prompt,'s') 
prompt = 'Enter pass word'; 
q = input(prompt,'s') 
uspw = strcat(p,q); 
  
for i = 1:size(p) 
        %Pick a random site 
        collide = 'N'; 
        while (collide == 'N') 
                i2 = round(rand()*size(A,2)); 
                i1 = round(rand()*size(A,1)); 
                %look for collision 
  
                for j = 1:size(B2) 
                    if ((B2(j)==i1) && (B2(j+1)== i2)) 
                        collide = 'Y'; 
                    end 
                end 
        end 
        %Store the coordinates 
        if (collide == 'N') 
        B2(i)= i1; 
        B2(i+1) = i2; 
        end 
        %Write into the picture 
        A(i1,i2) = p(i); 
end 
  
for i = 1:size(q) 
        %Pick a random site 
        collide = 'N'; 
        while (collide == 'N') 
                i2 = round(rand()*size(A,2)); 
                i1 = round(rand()*size(A,1)); 
                %look for collision 
  
                for j = 1:size(B2) 
                    if ((B2(j)==i1) && (B2(j+1)== i2)) 
                        collide = 'Y'; 
                    end 
                end 
        end 
        %Store the coordinates 
        if (collide == 'N') 
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        B2(i)= i1; 
        B2(i+1) = i2; 
        end 
        %Write into the picture 
        A(i1,i2) = pq(i); 
end 
%Encrypt Location File 
m = [1 5 3;2 11 8;4 24 21]; 
s = mat2str(B1); 
  
nnumb = reshape(double(s),3,5); 
ncode = mod(m*(nnumb-32),95)+32; 
scode = reshape(char(ncode),1,15); 
fileID = fopen('Loc1.txt','w'); 
fprintf(fileID,scode); 
fclose(fileID); 
  
s = mat2str(B2); 
  
nnumb = reshape(double(s),3,5); 
ncode = mod(m*(nnumb-32),95)+32; 
scode = reshape(char(ncode),1,15); 
fileID = fopen('Loc2.txt','w'); 
fprintf(fileID,scode); 
fclose(fileID); 
end 
  

Fig. 1 Encryption Program 

 
%load picture 
A = imread('E:\joy\img1.jpg'); 
%read location file 
   
scode = importdata('Loc1.txt'); 
   
%decrypt string 
m = [1 5 3;2 11 8;4 24 21]; 
ncode = reshape(double(scode),3,5); 
nnumb = mod(inv(m)*(ncode-32),95); 
sorig = reshape(char(nnumb+32),1,15); 
B1 = str2mat(sorig); 
fclose(fileID); 
   
scode = importdata('Loc2.txt'); 
); 
%decrypt string 
%m = [1 5 3;2 11 8;4 24 21]; 
ncode = reshape(double(scode),3,5); 
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nnumb = mod(inv(m)*(ncode-32),95); 
sorig = reshape(char(nnumb+32),1,15); 
B2 = str2mat(sorig); 
fclose(fileID); 
%Retrieve User Name and Pass Word 
k = 1; 
for i = 1: size(B1)-1 
    i1 = B1(i); 
    i2 = B1(i+1); 
    us(k)=A(i1,i2); 
    k = k+1; 
end 
k = 1; 
for i = 1 : size(B2)-1 
     i1 = B2(i); 
    i2 = B2(i+1); 
    pw(k)=A(i1,i2); 
    k = k+1; 
end 
username = mat2str(us); 
password = mat2str(pw); 
 
 end 
  
end 
 

Fig. 2 Decryption 

function filecrypt 
%load picture 
A = imread('E:\joy\img1.jpg'); 
f = importdata('E:\A1.txt'); 
  
  
for i = 1:size(f) 
        %Pick a random site 
        collide = 'N'; 
        while (collide == 'N') 
                i2 = round(rand()*size(A,2)); 
                i1 = round(rand()*size(A,1)); 
                %look for collision 
  
                for j = 1:size(B2) 
                    if ((B2(j)==i1) && (B2(j+1)== i2)) 
                        collide = 'Y'; 
                    end 
                end 
        end 
        %Store the coordinates 
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        if (collide == 'N') 
        B2(i)= i1; 
        B2(i+1) = i2; 
        end 
        %Write into the picture 
        A(i1,i2) = f(i); 
end 
  
%Encrypt Location File 
m = [1 5 3;2 11 8;4 24 21]; 
  
s = mat2str(B2); 
  
nnumb = reshape(double(s),3,5); 
ncode = mod(m*(nnumb-32),95)+32; 
scode = reshape(char(ncode),1,15); 
fileID = fopen('fLoc.txt','w'); 
fprintf(fileID,scode); 
fclose(fileID); 
end 
 

Fig. 3 File Encryption 

function filedecrypt 
%load picture 
A = imread('E:\joy\img1.jpg'); 
%read location file 
  
 scode = importdata('fLoc.txt'); 
   
%decrypt string 
m = [1 5 3;2 11 8;4 24 21]; 
ncode = reshape(double(scode),3,5); 
nnumb = mod(inv(m)*(ncode-32),95); 
sorig = reshape(char(nnumb+32),1,15); 
B1 = str2mat(sorig); 
fclose(fileID); 
   
scode = importdata('Loc2.txt'); 
); 
%decrypt string 
%m = [1 5 3;2 11 8;4 24 21]; 
ncode = reshape(double(scode),3,5); 
nnumb = mod(inv(m)*(ncode-32),95); 
sorig = reshape(char(nnumb+32),1,15); 
B2 = str2mat(sorig); 
fclose(fileID); 
%Retrieve User Name and Pass Word 
k = 1; 
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for i = 1: size(B1)-1 
    i1 = B1(i); 
    i2 = B1(i+1); 
    f(k)=A(i1,i2); 
    k = k+1; 
end 
  
fileID = fopen('Loc2.txt','w'); 
fprintf(fileID,f); 
fclose(fileID); 
  
end 
 

4. Conclusion 

We have described a technique via which vital information (username/password, important files) are randomly 
stored character by character in a 2D image matrix. The user keeps a highly encrypted location file. The 
decrypted location file is used to decrypt the image file and recover his original data. One can also split the data 
into multiple image files, or use audio/video files to further enhance the security.  
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